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**One has to follow the trend and see the price only at closing. This is not for Intra day trading.
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OILSEEDS

COMMODITY EXPIRY DATE CLOSING PRICE TREND** DATE TREND  RATE TREND CLOSING

    CHANGED  CHANGED  STOP LOSS  

Cardamom (July) 15-Jul-19 2884.50 Up 28.05.19 2220.40 2650.00

Cardamom (Aug) 15-Aug-19 2412.20 Up 14.06.19 2054.10 2280.00

Coriander (July) 19-Jul-19 6931.00 Down 28.05.19 7312.00 7100.00

Coriander (Aug) 20-Aug-19 6999.00 Down 17.06.19 7029.00 7250.00

Jeera (July) 19-Jul-19 17225.00 Down 13.06.19 17415.00 18000.00

Jeera (Aug) 20-Aug-19 17315.00 Down 04.06.19 17790.00 18000.00

Turmeric (July) 19-Jul-19 6374.00 Down 28.05.19 6902.00 6650.00

Turmeric (Aug) 20-Aug-19 6712.00 Down 28.05.19 6836.00 6950.00

CPO (June) 28-Jun-19 514.20 Up 17.06.19 512.80 504.00

CPO (July) 31-Jul-19 517.50 Up 17.06.19 515.50 508.00

Ref. soy oil (July) 19-Jul-19 742.50 Up 13.05.19 747.10 730.00

Ref. soy oil (Aug) 20-Aug-19 730.00 Up 13.05.19 733.90 720.00

RM Seed (July) 19-Jul-19 3942.00 Down 10.06.19 3901.00 3970.00

RM Seed (Aug) 20-Aug-19 3964.00 Down 10.06.19 3884.00 3980.00

Soybean (July) 19-Jul-19 3631.00 Down 03.06.19 3656.00 3740.00

Soybean (Aug) 20-Aug-19 3652.00 Down 03.06.19 3632.00 3740.00

Castor Seed (July) 19-Jul-19 5414.00 Down 22.04.19 5646.00 5600.00

Castor Seed (Aug) 20-Aug-19 5496.00 Down 22.04.19 5748.00 5650.00

Cocud (July) 19-Jul-19 2863.00 Up 13.06.19 2842.00 2750.00

Cocud (Aug) 20-Aug-19 2894.50 Up 12.06.19 2729.50 2760.00

Guar seed (July) 19-Jul-19 4267.00 Down 15.04.19 4359.50 4380.00

Guar seed (Aug) 20-Aug-19 4327.50 Down 15.04.19 4418.00 4420.00

Mentha oil (June) 28-Jun-19 1259.40 Down 21.06.19 1259.40 1310.00

Mentha oil (July) 31-Jul-19 1269.60 Down 21.06.19 1269.60 1320.00
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Since mid-April, cotton futures (July) is giving a lower closing week-on week due to 
the bearish trend of ICE cotton futures owing to ongoing failure of talks between 
U.S & China, raising concerns of an elevated trade war. Last week, cotton on the 
Intercontinental Exchange hit the lowest price since June 2016 on the front month 
continuation chart due to dearth in export demand for U.S cotton. Going ahead, 
cotton on MCX may trade sideways in the range of 21500-21800, while on 
international market there is cautious as the US President Donald Trump and 
Chinese President Xi Jinping are meet at the G20 summit this week in Osaka, 
Japan. The trend of castor seed futures (July) would probably continue to remain 
bearish & it may descend towards 5300-5250 levels. The overall market sentiments 
are pessimistic due to tepid demand for castor oil from overseas buyers, mainly 
China. On the supply side, the market participants would trade with cautiousness & 
closely watch the impact of monsoon on the sowing progress. The primarily 
estimates show that this season the output may be 9.50-11.50 lakh tons & with a 
carry-over stock of 2.49-3.80 lakh tons from last year, the total supply may amount 
to 12-15 lakh tons. Meanwhile, the estimated demand is expected to be 15-16 lakh 
tons. The rally of cocud futures (July) seems to be getting tired & hence we may see 
profit booking from higher levels towards 2800-2780. At this juncture, the volumes 
as well as open interests are declining which is indicating that long positions have 
started unwinding. Moreover, correction in cotton prices may add to the bearish 
sentiments. 

Oilseeds

The correction being witnessed in soybean futures (July) may take a pause taking 
support near 3570-3550 levels. The market participants are cautiously watching 
the movement of monsoon & its impact on the progress of sowing in the major 
growing areas. According to Reuters, key growing areas for soybean have seen 
rainfall significantly below average for monsoon season. The planting of this 
summer sown oilseed crop has been delayed by at least two weeks as the states of 
Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh have observed the lowest rainfall levels this 
monsoon. Days ahead, if rainfall delays further, it could change sowing patterns 
and could hurt crop yields as well. On CBOT, U.S soybean futures (July) is 
forecasted to be on course to test $9.20-9.30 a bushel on the higher side. Going 
ahead, the traders would remain focused on the wet weather and the potential for 
soybean plantings to decline. Moreover, attentions would be on G20 summit as U.S. 
President Donald Trump and Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping are expected to meet 
there. Mustard futures (July) is expected to witness an upside momentum towards 
3960-3990 taking support near 3890 levels. The spot markets are witnessing a 
sharp decline in mandi arrivals in all its major producing states i.e. Rajasthan, Uttar 
Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh. Soy oil futures (July) will probably take support near 
738-736 levels. While, CPO futures (July) is likely to take support near 509 & move 
higher towards 522 levels. The sentiments of the domestic edible oil prices are firm 
owing to firmness in the soybean oil on CBOT as well as stronger energy markets, 
which could boost demand for vegetable oils from biodiesel producers.

During the past week, turmeric futures (July) had nose-dived to a month low of 
6304, taking negative cues from the spot markets. Currently, the sentiments are 
bearish as sowing of the spice is in progress in Sangli, Maharashtra, as well as in 
Telangana. The latest reports cites that in Telangana only 25% of sowing has been 
done till now by those who have water facility and farmers are waiting for monsoon 
to pick pace. Favorable conditions for the advance of monsoon are also seen in 
remaining parts of Tamil Nadu and northeast India over the next two-three days. 
Based on the above fundamentals, it is expected that the counter may continue to 
trade with a bearish & may test 6200-6100, if breaks the support near 6300 levels. 
Jeera futures (July) is likely to consolidate in the range of 17100-17380 levels, with 
upside getting capped. The reason being its exports have fallen due to sluggish 
demand from China and Bangladesh. Since the beginning of the year cardamom 
futures has witnessed a stellar bull-run & has posted a gain of 101% by reaching to 
an all-time high of 2889 from the lows of 1441. The various reasons such as 
absence of carry-over stocks, last year’s production loss and anticipation of a 
delayed production this year is being attributed to this rally. The prices of 
cardamom reached an all-time high of Rs.5,000 a kg at the Spices Board auctions. 
The 7-mm and 8-mm varieties were sold at 4,000 rupees per kg and 3,500 rupees, 
respectively. Taking these positive cues, the July contract may continue to head 
towards 2985 levels on the back of harvesting getting delayed by two months due 
to inadequate summer rains.

Jeera Unjha 17463.20 17427.50 0.20

Turmeric Nizamabad 6490.00 6475.00 0.23

Coriander Kota 7480.00 7510.25 -0.40

Cardamom Vandanmendu 3200.00 3263.90 -1.96

(Spot)  Price Close

Commodity  Location Closing Previous  % Diff  

Soybean Indore 3754.00 3746.00 0.21

Refined Soy oil Mumbai 744.40 744.95 -0.07

RM Seed Jaipur 4084.15 4084.60 -0.01

Commodity  Location Closing Previous  % Diff  

(Spot)  Price Close

Wheat Delhi 2022.50 2018.35 0.21

Sugar M Kolkata 3407.15 3428.55 -0.62

Cotton Kadi 21799.80 21895.40 -0.44

Cocud Akola 2882.15 2883.15 -0.03

Commodity  Location Closing Previous  % Diff  

(Spot)  Price Close
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